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NORMANDs NUMBER FOR MERCHANT SHIPS

Summary
Normand's Number is defined as the factor N

by which any change in weight is to he multiplied,
'in order to give the change in displacement.

Normand's Number has been calculated for
about 200 merchant hips df various types and
capacities, and the results are given in diagrams
of Normand's Number as functions of the displace-

méat and 'the ratio idisplacement/deathieight.
The use of Normand's Number hi preliminary

design ought to be 'greatly extended s tie Number
will only vary with size of ship for most types of

siierchant ships. Passenger ships,. however, require
a few more parameters, e.g. speed, route and num-
ber of passengers. The merial has beer too limit-

ed for a complete. determination of the variitjon
for passenger ships.

When a new 'design is based on a parent yessel,

the diagrams can be applied to 'detçrmine Nor-
manjd's Number, and hence the new diplacement
can he dbtained with 'good accuracy.

Introduction
Various methods are used in determining the

displacement and principal dimensions of a pre-
liminary design for a merchant ship, e.g.

The principal dimensions are 'first assumed and
then médified by a process of trial and errgr.
The displacement of the preliminary design is
determined from 'the ratio Dw/ of. siniilar
ships, 'or by means of diagrams.
The displacement and the principal dimensions
of the preliminary design are deterniiiwd .y the
use of a parent vessel as near to the type and
size of the preliminary design as possible..

The. 'dimensions of the preliminary design are
determined from mathmaiticai expressions.

Of the above methods, No. is probably most
generally used in merchant 'shipyards. This method
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often necessitates the determination of the -'effect
of changes in weights (such as weight of steel,
equipment, engine, or Dw) on the displacenent.
It is obvious that any weight change, e.g. an ad-

dition . to the equipment of the ship, causes a
primary change in displacement which in turn
causes secondary changes in the weights of steel,
equipment, 'and engine. Therefore, the difference
between the initial displacement and the displa.ce-
ment of the new preliminary design must be con-
siderably greater than the increase in weight which
the preliminary design is to carry. The coefficient
'by wiuich the change in weight is to 'be multiplied
in order to give the corresponding change in dis-
placement is here 'indicated by N (or Norrnand's
Number).

Historical review
In a publication in 1885 [6] [7] J. A. N'oanxid

states: «The plus or minus difference of displace-
ment' must 'be equal to the plus or minus difference
of weights, as calculated for the vessel chosen as
type, multiplied 'by a coefficient K which can 'be
exactly 'determined». As far as it has been possible
to ascertain, this was the first time the problem
had been raised as a subject for discussion.

Later on, W. Hovgaard [2] continued this work
and 'gave an expression 'for the factor K:

w
N -Wrw

w
W - wi -1/3W3 - 2/s(w2+w4+w5)

where Ww1+w2 +W3+W4 +W5 +W6 =
displacement

w1wei'ghts varying in direct proportion o
the displacement

W2, w4, w5weight groups varying in direçt
- proportion to the displacement

raised to the 2/3 power



w3 = weights varying according to the dis-
placement raised to the 1/3 power

W6 = weights which are not integral parts of
the ship and which are hence 'indpii-
dent of changes in the principal' di-
mensions and displacement

r &e power to which the displacement
occurs in the weight equation.

The splitting up of the displacement into the
weight groups Wj to w6 has been adapted by Hoy-
gaard as applicable to warships and this system
was subsequently modified 'by H. H. W. Keith [3].
G. C. Manning [3] [4] has developed the follow-
ing weight equation for merchant ships

= Wa + Wb + W + Wd + W

where = displacement
w a = weight of hull, hull fittings, equip-

ment, outfit, crew and effects
wb = weight of propelling machinery

weight of fuel
w d weight of water and stores
We = paying deadweight, permanent ballast

and margin
W a is proportional to , wb and w are

proportional to 2I3 and W d and-- We
are 'independent of changes in displace-
ment.

Manning 'developed the following ooefficient.R for
merchant ships:

R =
- Wa - 2/3(Wb +w)

wber, R is the ratio between the increase in dis-
placement and the increase in the ei'ght group
concerned caused by increase in 'the independent
variables. In [3] Manning states: «The weight
equation has been relatively little used by experi-
enced designers. Most of them prefer the direct
approach, using the trial and error method. The
author feels that the weight equation could be used
to good advantage in actual design work to a much
greatr extent than has been customary. The fact
of the matter is that the weight equation shows
too clearly the co.t of an increase in any weight
group, provided -the other factors are held con-
stant».

More recently H. Witte [8] has determined the
coefficient R for many different types of warships.
E. C. M. Danckward .11] and L. M. Nogid [5]
must also' be mentioned.

Nomenclature
Many 'different letters have been used for the

coefficient in the course of time, amongst them K,3-

N .6r R and th names Normand, Hovgaard, and
Keith are also associated with i-t.

Since Normand treated the problem 'before Hov-
gaard d Kiih, the designation Normand's Num-
ber (N) .is preferred 'here.

Mathematical basis. -

The equation for displacement can be written
in the following way:

Pa+Pb+Pc+..+Pk+..+Pn (1)
where the, P's are weights. When is changed this
will cause one or more of the P's 'to he altered.
Each of the P's can be 'expressed as a function of
'the displacement .rthsd to some power k, i.e :

(2)
where k can assume completely arbitrary values.

It is desirable to determine the change in dis-
placement when an anbitrary term P1 is changed.

By diiftferentiation of (1) with respect to the.
following 'is obtained:

dPa aPb c
dz.

ap ap (3)+---I-....±--
For each term the following relation can be
established: L

dPkT dpk k dPk k+kp1 = ±'k--.'. (4)

is changed, the followiñ will be ob-
tained frbm (3) and (4):

i
Pj

Ignoring the influence of 'the change of dis
plaçement on P the additional weight coefficient
will then 'be:

dLN a (6)
P. 1

a

If the weight marked i 'is changed byx. tons the
displacement will consequently 'be changed by N x
tons, other 'things being equal.

Normand's number for mérchant' ships''
As mentioned in the 'iñtroduction it is often

valuable to kfiow Norrn'and's Niìm1ber during the
first stages, of a design in 'order' to detèrininè the
preliniinaiy displacement. A study has therore
'been made Of tle variation of Normand's Number
with type and size of ship.

Data of displacement, deadweight,'.'weght of
steel, equipment, àiid engine wöre 'obtainaible for
about 200 ships, mainly from publications of 'dif-
ferent 'kinds. '

(5)



Fig. 1. Noimand's Number for small and moderate sized merchant ships.

Based in 'these data, Nonnan'4's Number has
been calculated on the basis of the followin..
sumptions: -

The weight of steel (S) is proportional to the
displacement &
3/s of the weight of the equipment (E) varies
proportionally to 2l3 , 1/ proportiornally to &

and /5 is independent of the displacement.
8) 3/5 of the engine weight (M) (oopsisting of all

the mathinery between the engine room bu1
hea plus the propeller) varies prqportiqnally
to &' and 2/5 Of the engine weight is pdeen-
dent of the displacement.

4) Deadweight (Dw): The weight of fuel oil váriès
roportic>naily to and the remaining dead-

weight is independent of the displacement.

4----

Where the quantity of fuel oil has not been
known the weight is estimated to be equal
to 3/5 of the engine weight:

This corresponds to a displacement equation:.

= Pa± Pb213 ± PcA"3 + PdA° 7)

which gives the following Nonnand's Number

N - A Pa A _2/3 pbA213 1/3 Pc

T a 2/3 b 1s Pc
(8)

1'he results of the investigation are given in the
diagrams Fig. i and Fig. 2, the 'first 'diagram ap-
plying to ships with a displacement of less than
10,000 tons (1,016 kg) and the second to ships with
a disphicément of up to 100,000 tons.
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Both diagrams have clisplacemenrt as abscissa
and Norrnand's Number as ordinate.

iii both diagrams a family o,,cuesfor,
A

N - A - Pa A 2/3 PbA213 1/3 Pc'3
is included so that a partibular curve corresponds
to Constant Values of r'8' Pb and Pc Thé values
of Pa and Pb are given to the right of the diagrams.
In all oases Pc has the value of 7.5, as 'the influence
of this coefficient is inignificant. Due to the
marked 'difference of the weight distribution in
small and large ships, the 'best solutión proved to
be the use, of two sets of values for Pa and Pb

Various ship typ are indicated in the diagrams,
and faired, average curves have 'been drawn
through the plotted values as heavy lites. It will
be noticed that for certain types of ships the scat-
ter is very small. This is particularly so for ship
types in which speed, construction and equipment
do not vary mudh, as - fot example - is the
case for tankers. For dry cargo ships the scat-
ter is greater. In the case cf slow ships and ships
with very little eqiipment, Normand's Number
will be a iittle aibove 1.3, whereas for ships 'having
a high, speed and a lot of equipment, including
cold stores, it will become 1.5-1.6. The latter value
particularly applies to the recent American vessels
of 20 knots.

Fig. 2. Normand's Number for large merchant ships.

5-

If a dosed shelter decker is sailing as an open
shelter dedker Norman'd's Nmther rises by 0.04-
0.08,. the,, lowest figure applying to .the largest
hiL' However, for coasters 'thé difference can

'be still greater (- 0.3).
For a tanker with a displacement of 100,000 tons

a change of 10 0/e, iì the displacement will involve
a variation 'in Normand's. Number of about 2°/o.
On the other 'hand, for a passenger-cargo ship with
a displacement of 5,000 tons, a change of 10 0/

in the displacement *111 result in a 4 o/ change
of Nonnand's Number, that is, 'twke the figure
applied to the large tankers. 'In other words the
error in the change of displacement will be almost
negligible even for quite considerable weight chan-
ges, and will generally be less than the unceitainty
in the final determination of the weight of the ship.

M.st of the smaller Scandinavian passenger ships
carry'a cértain amount 'df cárgo.in addition to
passengers. In contrast large passenger ships' early
very little cargo 'and consequently have a corn-
paratively smaller 'deadweight. As the speed of 'the
passenger ships and the quantity of.oil carried are
also extremely dependent on the route on which
they sail, Nonnand's Number. will, show a-much
'greater variation within this type of ship. Oh ac-
count 'of the. rather limited available data it has
not been possible to 'fix the influence on Normand's
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Fig. 3. Weight distribul5on and Nomiand's Number for Fig. 4. Weight distributiön and Normand's Nniber for
passenger ships (S, E, and M varied gradually with ). passenger ships (S, E, and M varied by steps).

Number òf parameters other than type and size of
ship.

Figs. S and 4 give an idea of the unceftainty in
the determination of Normand's Number for pas-
senger ships. Both figures show weight and .Nör-
mand's Number as functions of the displacement.

In Fig. 3 it is assumed that the weight distri-
'bution for the different groups varies gradually
from small passenger ships to large ones, whereas
in Fig. 4 tIe variation is assumed to take place in
three steps, as follows: first smaller passengr ships,
'then larger and comparatively slow ship and
finally very large ships. A rather substantial 4ff-
ference between the variation of Normand's Num-
ber with displacement 'in the two cases will be
observed.

Influence of the DwI ratio and quantity of fuel

The equation for displacement can be written

S+E+M+Dw .... .... (10)

where S, E, and M are weight of steel, equipment
and machinery, respectively, and Dw the dead
weight. Using the ootìditions 'from the preceding
section the following will be dbtained:

N= Pa2"Pb213 _1/spA1°
=:

¿S-2/s(0.6E+1.2M)-1/s 0.2E

__ - S - 0.47 E - 0.8 M

Dw+0.58 E +0.2 M

From this term it is clearly seen that more than
anything else the ratio Dw/1 determines Nor-
mand's Number. Therefore in the diagram shows
in Fig. 5 Norniaisd's Number has been depicted as
a function of the /Dw ratio. A parabola having
'the line N = WDw as tangent is drawn through
the plotted points. It will be seen that the majority
of the points are on the curve or very close to it,
only in oase. of very large ¿IDw ratios is there a
marked scatter. In a ibrtd sense it can be said
that in this area ships with a comparatively small
bunker capacity will be found beiöw the curve and
ships -' carrying a comparativel large quantity of
fuel above the curve

'A ship with a displacement of 21,000 tons,' a
deadweight of 14,000 tons, and .a bunker capacity
of 4,000 tons, may have a Normand';s Number cf
1.70. If the same ship had only 2,000 tons of fuel
oil, Ñoranand's Nuuiber would only 'be 1.54. A
further reduction to 1,000 tons 'bunker capacity will
résult in a Normand's Number of 1.47.

Norrsand's Number will also be changed by the
consumption of oil. If the ship has 4,000 tons of
oil on bò'ard on departure and O tons on arrival,
Normands Nusriber will have varied from 1.70 tò
1.55.

Faulty allotment of weight groups
The example for the ship of 21,000 tons in the

preceding section shows that if 1,000 tons are
moved from the weight group, varying according
to '21, to the weight group whidh is independént
of changes in displacement, Norrnand's Number
will .{áll by about 0.08.

1f 1,000 tons are moved from the weight group
where'. the variation is proportional to to the
group where there is a proportionality to A213

Normand's Number will fall by about 0.04.
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Fig. 5. Normand's Number as a function of the z/Dw and DwI ratio.

In the case of a smaller ship the variations would
of, course have become greater. As an example it
can 'be mentioned that for an ordinary dry cargo
ship with a displacement of 14,000 tons the con-
ditions wifi. be as follows:

1,000 tons changed from to 213

or from 213 to 113

or from 1I3 to O

causes a change in N of - 0.05.
From this it wifi be seen that an incorrect di-

strilution of the displacement among the weight
groups wiJJ only have comparatively little influence
on Norrnand's Nümber.

Procedure for the initial determination of. diaplace-
ment for a preliminary design

Parent ship to be chosen.
Changes in weight to be determined in com-
parison :to parent ship, including changes in
weight of engine as a result of different speeds.
Normand's Nunther to he determined for parent
ship by using. Figs. i and 2, possibly in con-
junctiou with Fig. 5.
The change in weight is multiplied by Nor-
mand's Number, giving the change in displace-
ment.
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5) II it is desired to obtain the -weight changes in
the individual groups; the displacement of the
parent ship must first be divided into cor-
respoi4ng weight groups and the individual
p values determined.

=
In the groups where no cbrnges have taken
place p is unaltered, and the new weight is
determined by inserthiS the new displacement
in the terms

Conclusions
As the investigation has proved that Normand's

Number only varies with the size of ship for most
ship types, it is highly recommènded that Ñor
mand's Number be used when deter nining the
displacement of a preliminary design. It is not

necessary to c1cu1aite Normand's Number for the
parent ship, as Figs. i and 2 :iìi conjunction with

Fig. 5 can 'be 'used.
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